“Deliver Enterprise Wide Application Integration And Leverage The Value Of Your Existing Legacy Systems”

If you are integrating core business data in legacy systems with back-office or cloud applications, providing web-based access to these systems for other key enterprise applications, or extending access to customers and suppliers for improved e-business, you need an enterprise application integration solution that is fast, focused, and flexible.

PRESENCE is that solution.

PRESENCE can deliver total integration of virtually any data source inside and outside your business.

Contact us today for more information and a FREE 30-Day PRESENCE Trial ... USA: 800 429 8983 UK: 020 8972 1390 info@presencebpm.com www.PresenceBPM.com
Get Fast, Reliable Integration

PRESENCE is a rapid software development solution for integrating core legacy business systems, including the data and processes in those systems, with multiple applications, frameworks, client and cloud environments. Nothing on the market delivers total integration faster.

We know that you require a complete solution that addresses your business requirements in business timeframes. Fast, reliable delivery is at the core to all of our software solutions, which is why our products are fully graphical and follow our “minimal-coding” principle.

PRESENCE includes our graphical integration and development environment that enables the deployment of complex application integration solutions in unrivalled timeframes. It employs a rapid, component-based approach to legacy integration that requires no changes to the legacy systems at all, further saving time and eliminating complexity.

The PRESENCE Codeless Integration and Development Environment
Get Totally Flexible Integration

PRESENCE offers you total flexibility when integrating multiple back-office systems, as well as any front-office, CRM, call centre, telephony, cloud or Web application, without re-engineering your existing systems.

In addition to a range of legacy integration options, PRESENCE supports industry standards such as XML and its multi-tier architecture ensures scalability that accommodates growing volumes of users and transactions.

Its graphical, component-based approach enables you to deliver incremental enhancements or full-scale deployments in days and weeks instead of months and years.

You need PRESENCE if:

- You want to improve customer service, user productivity, and profitability through e-business initiatives
- You have significant investment in legacy systems containing detailed, mission-critical information
- You need real-time access to information in core legacy business systems
- You need to consolidate information from multiple legacy applications into a single view; or
- You are looking to create data ‘Mashups’ and combine data from multiple systems.

Transform Your Legacy Systems Into Cutting Edge Assets

PRESENCE provides an industry-leading solution for real-time, non-invasive integration of virtually all legacy applications.

Legacy applications often perform critical business functions and whether developed in-house or bought as a packaged application, these systems often lack APIs to easily access the business data within them.

This lack of an API typically means that these legacy applications are unable to participate within the context of a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), and are not easily modified to improve process flows for the user.
PRESENCE supports and can integrate data from all of the following environments:

- Mainframe systems, such as IBM S370 or S390;
- Midrange systems, such as IBM i or DEC VAX;
- UNIX/Telnet “green screen” applications;
- Applications that are accessed via green screens or dumb terminals, including 3270, 5250, and VT100/220;
- Enterprise software applications including SAP, Salesforce.com, Oracle, JD Edwards, Lotus Notes, Microsoft Office, IBM i (AS/400), HL7, Google Apps, and many more.
- Custom coded applications for a range of core business functions;
- Other mainframe systems, such as Amdahl, Unisys, Bull, ICL, or HP; and
- Multiple front ends running simultaneously.
- Siebel, Nortel, PeopleSoft, or other packaged CRM applications;
- Web-based applications, including Java applets, servlets and applications, HTML, Java Beans, Java Server Pages, Active Server Pages, and more;
- Application servers, like WebSphere or WebLogic with Enterprise Java Bean support;
- Windows or UNIX applications written in Java, Visual Basic, C++, or C;
- Other middleware, including CORBA, MQSeries, and Tuxedo.

Want to Know More?

It is often said that seeing is believing, so why not take a look at PRESENCE in action?

Simply let us know your specific areas of interest and one of our specialists will be happy to give you a quick online demonstration of PRESENCE from the comfort of your own office.

To arrange your demonstration today, contact your nearest office and tell whoever picks up the phone that you would like to know more about PRESENCE.

**American Presence**
Tel: 321 726 9941
Toll Free: 800 429 8983
info@american-presence.com

**European Presence**
Tel: +44 (0)20 8972 1390
info@european-presence.com